
Year 3 and 4 Autumn Term 2020  

Science 
In the first half of the term we will be identifying and 
classifying different types of rocks and exploring how 
and why they might have changed over time. We will 
find out about how fossils and soils are made. 
We will then learn about electricity and will investigate 
circuits and explore how to use switches and buzzers. 
We will also be investigating materials that make good 
conductors. 

English 
We will be reading a range of fiction and non-fiction 
texts inspired by our Stone Age topic. This will include 
‘Cave Baby’ by Julia Donaldson, ‘Stone Age Boy’ by 
Satoshi Kitamora and ‘Stig of the Dump’ by Clive King. 
We will read and analyse them and then use them to 
plan, compose and edit our own writing. This will      
include an adventure story, poems and information texts 
about the Stone Age. Children will continue to develop 
their understanding of spelling and grammar by learning 
about word types, sentence structure and a range of 
punctuation including inverted commas for direct speech.  Maths 

This term we will be working with whole numbers 
over 1000 with a focus on place value and   
working with Roman numerals to 100. 
We will continue to use formal written methods 
for addition and subtraction with 3 and 4– digit 
numbers.  
We will continue to develop efficient mental  
methods for all four operations and will reinforce 
our knowledge of times tables and their related 
division facts. 

PSHE/RE 
Our value for the first half term is ‘Courage’. We 
will encourage class reflection around this theme. 
In RE we will we asking ‘What is philosophy?’ and 
exploring the concept of Creation for Christians.  

Music 
This term we will link music lessons to the Stone 
Age through our ‘We will rock you’ unit based 
around the rock song by Queen. The skills we 
will focus on are improvisation, composition and 
performing as part of a group. 

Art and DT 
Our focus in Art this term will be learning about cave 
paintings and how this art was produced. We will     
explore this using chalk, pastels and paint, and then we 
will  create our own versions. We will be having a work-
shop run by a living history company where we will be 
cooking and making stone age tools and jewellery. 

History 
We will be exploring how we can find out about the 
distant past through archaeology and use secondary 
sources including fictional stories, drama and role 
play to help us bring the past to life. We will further 
develop an understanding of chronology by exploring 
where the Stone Age fits into British and World           
history. We will focus on the development from 
hunter-gathering to farming and make comparisons 
between Stone Age life and modern day life. 

PE and Games 
This term’s PE lessons will be Yoga and Multi-skills, and 
Games will be Netball. Please check the class website for 
the days when children need to wear their Games kit. 

STONES and BONES 

 

This term we are learning about the 
Stone Age. We will be making cross-

curricular links to our Science work on 
rocks and fossils. Our Art work will 

explore drawing and painting        
techniques inspired by Cave Art.  

 

French 
We will build on our first introduction to French 
and will learn names and phrases linked to our 
family.�We will also reinforce other French      
vocabulary such as numbers, days of the week 
and months. 

Computing 
This term we will be thinking about how to use a 
range of digital technology safely, respectfully and 
responsibly and know how to report concerns and 
inappropriate behaviour. We will learn how to use 
different search engines effectively (like Google), 


